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Full color throughout 100 Trails over 500 photos, 232 pages. This book replaces two previous

black-and-white books that were written over a decade ago. In that time, some of the trails were

closed. Of the ones still open, we whittled our list down to the best 100. We think these trails are,

collectively, the best batch of California trails ever put together in one place. Whether you are a

newcomer to 4-wheeling or an experienced veteran, we guarantee you'll have fun. This book

features a new color format that is simpler and easier to use. Every detail about a trail appears on a

handy two-page spread. Easy, moderate and difficult routes are color coded, while vehicle symbols

quickly show kinds of vehicles allowed on each trail. This includes unlicensed UTVs, ATVs and dirt

bikes. Reverse mileages are now included for all trails, and more historical highlights have been

added.Ã‚Â A separate mileage log has numbered locations that graphically jump off the page. Our

new maps now include detailed relief backgrounds, referencing the numbered locations between

the mileage log and map makes it easy to sense your location. In addition, exact GPS coordinates

are provided for each numbered location.Every book includes concealed spiral binding that lays flat

for easy use. Heavy-duty plastic laminate cover withstands rough use.Visit Funtreks website for

GPS trails now available on SD cards for use in Garmin NUVI, Garmin Handheld devices, Iphone

and Android devices.
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This is a great guide to top trails of California. I like that the author combined the previous two books

into one. It covers the best trails for all levels of 4x4 capability and is thorough. Closed trails have

been removed.I am not a fan of the spiral bound pages. They will likely rip out more easily. The



trade-off is that the book lays flat on your truck/car seat to any page. Also, while this version has

nice color trail maps, the maps no longer highlight the changes of terrain difficulty along a particular

trail (from easy to moderate to easy for example). That was a nice feature of the previous

edition.Overall, this still is a great book and well worth the price.

had the previous edition, so many great trails driven with it. this one is even better. the spiral bound

is a nice touch to lay flat in lap or passenger seat while driving, while previous edition would close

on you. also, this one has new trails, including nor/ central california, however, this edition does not

have some of the southern california trails that were in the previous edition, and those are some

good trails. this edition is also nice cause you can buy a separate sd card from the company and

have gps so you dont have to reset odometer and read book while off roading.

A must have book if you live in California. Especially Nor-Cal. I never knew so many trails and

amazing places existed. This book has truly expanded my mind.

Very easy to read and follow. A lot of great info and hint/tips in the book

I really like this book. Very helpful basic hints and technical aspects of the trails. Some things that

would improve it is move detailed coverage of each trail and an overall improvement in the number

of trails around Joshua tree. Also having extended tabs for each section would be awesome.

AWESOME BOOK!

some trailheads in big bear area closed but not posted, spent much time finding entrance.calif.

ranger flagged me down to tell me i'm illegal. need more info on what is and what isn't legal in CA

(I am not the seller friend or something)we do a lot of off-roading in California using this book/s only

! highly recommended !
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